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FGR-1811 & FGR-1817

We offer two standard glass clamp profiles and the
option of custom made glass clamp profiles.

Our glass clamp profiles can be used for various
applications, a glass panel on a wall, cordoning off
certain areas for pets, preventing access to a swimming
pool for children. The possibilities are countless.

Our FGR-1811 & FGR-1817 glass clamp profiles have
not been developed nor tested to function as glass
balustrades where there is a risk of falling from
 < 1000mm.

Glass thicknesses from 10mm tempered to 55.2, 66.2
and even 88.2 are possible due to the opening of 19mm.



FGR-1811 & FGR-1817

The standard widths of 45mm apply
to the FGR-1811, which has a profile
height of 110mm, without base plate,
and 170mm to the FGR-1817.

On request, we can also provide
both types of glass clamp profile with
a wider width, such as 90mm shown
on the right.



FGR-1811 & FGR-1817

In the development of our FGR-1811 & FGR-1817, we have
strived to extend our vision to our products. Ease of use,
especially ease of assembly and applied to concrete
situations are central here.

Our base plates, equipped with adjusting screws and slotted
holes to ensure quick and perfect assembly, can also be
supplemented by counter plates.

By using counter plates FGR-1800-CP under the foot plates,
you can easily push the adjusting screws onto those counter
plates without having to fear damage to the surface.

Just think of dimples that you could otherwise make in a
blue limestone that could crack open further or ask yourself
how you could push the adjusting screws off on a soft
surface.

FGR-1800-CP



FGR-1811 & FGR-1817

Unlike stainless steel ones, we offer a range of aluminum clamps to
clamp the glass.

By using aluminum clamps, we can offer more options for finishing.

We can have our clamps anodised, in alu matt, alu black, bronze or
gold....but we can also have them powder coated in the RAL color of
your choice.

This allows you to personalize your glass clamps to your own taste.
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